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Summary of Work and Results: In the entitled thesis address to different aspects of
modelling  and simulation  of  ambient  noise  that  plays  key  role  in  underwater  acoustic
systems.  Major  contribution of  work includes-  presenting peculiarities  of  tropical  region
along with reasons of degraded performance of underwater acoustic equipment in tropical
region, wind noise model, underwater noise simulator and shipping noise mapper for Indian
Ocean region.

Experience of working with MRC: Its Dr. Arnab Das and MRC who introduce me to the
world of underwater signal processing and it’s the game changer of my career. MRC is one
of  the  best  research  centres  that  works  with  variety  of  stakeholders  and  delivers
multidisciplinary projects with excellence.  

In India, Underwater domain is one of the most neglected area since last 50 years, however
remarkable positive steps has been taken by the government that increases investment
and opportunities in the domain exponentially. 

Indian Underwater domain is one of the niche area with lack expertise and huge potential. I
would like to recommend to the future scholars to work in under water domain and handle
practical  research  problems.  Its  really  challenging  to  start  in  the ocean  of  underwater
domain but I think MRC is the best platform to start and interact with its stakeholders in the
field of security, industry, environment and academic research.
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